Autumn Time is coming and the leaves are painting the woods ......

Autumn is upon us with all the phenomenal range of colors by matured plants and flora – please all enjoy the period

IFED is continuing to influence the development of Dental esthetic health Care by actively promoting News and Events as well as Clinical issues on our social media. Please continue to visit all our sites.

Plans are rapidly being put into place for our World Meeting in Japan in 2017. Please visit the meeting Website and Social Media pages.

May I take this opportunity to wish all members and friends an enjoyable autumn period.

Baldwin Marchack

The two presidents discussing vital matters, President Baldwin Marchack and Vice-President Jaime Gil

Save the Date!

IFED General Assembly
March 25, 2017
The IFED General Assembly will take place on the above date at the Hilton Cologne Hotel, Cologne, Germany.
Please be aware that hotel rooms in Cologne are very scarce for that week, so early booking is advised.

World Meeting
September 14-16, 2017
The next IFED world meeting will be held in Toyama City in Japan on the above dates.
Please visit IFED/2017 website and Facebook page
IFED Electronic Face

WEBSITE: www.ifed.org
Facebook: IFED News and Events
Facebook: IFED Clinical Feeds Page

World Meeting Toyama Japan 2017:
Website: www.ifed-2017.com
Facebook: IFED2017

Further Developments
In keeping with the spirit of communication that has been achieved so successfully in recent months, we would like to reassure all members that continual progress and development exists and exciting new developments are being planned:

1. Video Communication
2. Twitter and Blog applications
3. Electronic Forums: Clinical, Social
OUR CORPORATE PARTNERS
OUR CORPORATE PARTNERS

Introducing our Corporate Partners

Over the next few issues of the IFED newsletter we will be introducing the Corporate Partners to the membership. We begin with IVOCLAR VIVADENT

It all started with the production of artificial ceramic teeth. Today, Ivoclar Vivadent is a global company offering a comprehensive range of innovative products and systems for dentists and dental technicians.

What began in Zurich in 1923 with the production of artificial teeth has evolved into a leading international dental company with a comprehensive product and system range for dentists and dental technicians. Headquartered in Schaan, Principality of Liechtenstein, Ivoclar Vivadent AG has been a privately owned company since its inception. Products are shipped from here to 120 countries worldwide. As a global player, Ivoclar Vivadent has its own subsidiaries and marketing offices in 25 countries and with about 3300 employees throughout the world.

The Ivoclar Vivadent values, strategies, products and services are based on three success factors: Passion – Vision – Innovation. They define our direction and shape the solutions we develop today for tomorrow’s dentistry.

Passion – Our customers and employees are at the centre of our attention. They are the basis for all that has been accomplished by our company.

Vision – We anticipate tomorrow’s needs and tomorrow’s market. This is the strength on which we base our product development and planning and by which we define the direction in which our company will go.

Innovation – Our goal is to continually challenge every product and process to find better, more effective and efficient solutions. We search for innovations that create opportunities for our customers.
ULTRADENT

Improving Oral Health Globally

We are driven to improve oral health globally through science, creativity, and education. Our passion to improve oral health has made Ultradent into the incredible company it is today. Ultradent is a global dental and orthodontic manufacturing company that has experienced non-stop growth for over 30 years, and is driven for continued growth! We have vertically integrated disciplines of chemistry, engineering, automation, robotics, marketing, and more. Dentists, orthodontists, group practices, dental labs, government agencies, and universities use Ultradent’s products worldwide.

DR. DAN FISCHER: As a young dentist, Dr. Fischer realized that rapid, profound hemostasis was imperative for quality operative dentistry. Because there were no products on the market that predictably controlled bleeding and sulcular fluid, he developed one. Considered one of Ultradent’s flagship products, Astringedent®, and later ViscoStat®, resulted from Dr. Fischer’s insight, determination, and willingness to work after hours—using his own blood to test his efforts—to produce exactly what he felt the market needed.

IFED REPRESENTATIVES

Professors Dan Nathanson and Jaime Gil have been appointed as Scientific Chairs for the JAED/IFED meeting in Toyama in September 2017.
THE EIGHTH PRESIDENT OF IFED

DR DAVID WINKLER

David Winkler received his DDS from The Royal Dental College of Copenhagen, Denmark, in 1983 after having worked as a dental technician for 3 years. He has been involved in developing techniques, materials and programmes to promote the concept of ethical aesthetic dentistry among his colleagues worldwide. With this in mind, he founded the Scandinavian Academy of Esthetic Dentistry, is a founding member of the British Academy of Aesthetic Dentistry and along with Phillip Gallon and Fabio Toffenetti co-founded the International Federation of Esthetic Dentistry; and is a Life Member of the European Academy of Esthetic dentistry. He has subsequently held the position of President of all these organisations, and in these roles he has been responsible for organizing numerous international conferences both for these organisations as well as other events. He sits on the editorial boards of the Journal of Esthetic and Restorative Dentistry, and the International Journal of Esthetic Dentistry. He has been involved with Clinical Research Associates in Provo Utah since 1987, and has been Editorial Team Member of Reality in Houston Texas since 1992. He has functioned as clinical consultant for a number of dental material and implant manufacturers. He lectures internationally on general practice treatment modalities and materials, as well as multi-disciplinary cosmetic and aesthetic complex implant restorative dentistry. With these various roles, he nurtures and maintains a network within the international dental community that includes researchers, academicians and clinicians. He is extremely passionate about the profession and enjoys passing on this passion and enthusiasm to his colleagues. In 2009 when his mentor Dr John W McLean OBE passed away, he was instrumental in establishing the McLean Foundation under the auspices of Kings College London to raise funds for supporting clinical research in materials and techniques among the younger generation of dental professionals. He has organized 3 John McLean Honorary Symposia since 2009 which has contributed to the fund which now stands at approximately £200,000. He maintains a private family practice in Windsor, Berks, UK with an emphasis on preventative, general, and aesthetic restorative dentistry.
Well, that’s another issue of the IFED Newsletter
Please, if you have any News and Events concerning your own membership please submit to me and we will publish

WINTER IS COMING…

David Klaff
Secretary-General IFED
infoifed@gmail.com

IFED MEMBERSHIP

37 MEMBER SOCIETIES / ACADEMIES

23 COUNTRIES

4 CONTINENTS

SEE OUR WEBSITE TO ACCESS EACH MEMBERS DETAILS

www.ifed.org